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Dungeon world druid guide

So I run a random Dungeon World game after turning from a d&amp;d campaign (which I did myself). My players are warming up to the system &amp; are slowly coming away from their video game-influenced metagame, but I think they still need a boost to get them excited about role-playing games. Of course, policies and bonds are good for this, so I've been trying to figure out things I could add to
scenarios that could make players think about their policies. free someone from literal or figurative bonds and encourage others to significant and unplanned decisive actions seem to write themselves, but I have trouble figuring out how to let our druid destroy the symbol of civilization in an interesting and meaningful way? The thief has also chosen a slightly safe (imo) alignment to avoid detection or infiltrate
the location, especially when he is someone who subconsciously drifts toward metagame thinking &amp; away from role-playing games. However, he is really interested in multiclassity as Immolator &amp; I I, and I have come up with an entire narrative hook on how it could happen involving a foreign religion, etc. Since I've kind of been based on Zoroastrianism, I thought his teacher could make him take
the oath of truth, so he must never deceive with words and I thought this might make for an interesting new alignment. He tends to enjoy playing the types of a secretive thief in everything, and I thought this might be an interesting thing for his character to deal with or rationalize, perhaps even figure out some kind of penal system associated with immolatory abilities for outright lies? But I also don't want to
hamper his enjoyment of the game at the same time, so it's hard for me to figure out if this is a good idea, or should I just give him a alignment from the immolator disc. Any thoughts and suggestions about this or the aforementioned druid alignment would be highly appreciated! You're also free to post any alignment/bonding stuff that you might have a problem with yourself! I don't particularly remember the
alignment, but dungeon World Guide helped me wrap my brain around the *W engine. After D&amp;D and similar games, it's completely different. I think GM's transfer is your friend. All gm's moves are your friends. See which ones can be useful to push players into a situation where they should do something related to their alignment. It is assumed that the village is threatened by flooding, and to stop the
flow of the river, the druid can bring down the mill tower (a symbol of civilization), but after that people starve to death. It is a question of harmonisation, but also of choice. Or something like that. 2 Likes What I tend to do is give them plenty of opportunities or hit their existing policy. If they don't do anything with it, I'll ask them if they want to change it. If they: change it, they can choose one that fits from
another playbook, choose one from the book (there is a list of options for each line) or we work together to write a uniquely unique The big thing about how the policy works is to keep them a little vague and open, so the player always has a chance to do something with it. Also, remember that they are meant to be a carrot, not a stick, so don't punish your players for doing nothing with them, as they are
already losing out on sweet, sweet extra XP. 1 Like Ask your players questions. For a reason, your Druid chose the symbol of civilization. Why? The world crash is quite vast, so it just seems like you need clarification on what they read when they chose this alignment. They might have wanted to do something as big as using the king, or something as little as releasing the horses that stable in a nearby
village. They may end up doing both things in the end, but it helps to know what their intentions were in the first place, because it defines both the world and character. If they want to take over the king, are they a secret member of a revolutionary group? If they want to free horses, are they a forest-habitable hermit who loathes the walls civilization puts around domestic creatures? The same goes for your
thief. If a thief is interested in multi-classing, it means they're probably interested in breaking their common style of play, so you have to ask them why. Ask them what they see in the Immolator class, or what they think being an Immolator means in your world. Most importantly, ask them why their character would want to become an immolator and how it would change them. What interested them when they
read that class description might be different from your idea, but I think what the player wants is more important. You can still twist what it means to be an immolator and work on your ideas to cancel forces and angry gods, but let the player lay the foundations for that good turn. It's more surprising. So I think my advice is to ask a lot of questions and let the players tell you why they chose something before
deciding on nuances. 1 As yes, you might be right about the carrot/stick thing there, losing by xp would mean losing by smoothing out and getting more immolator moves! I guess I wanted to play an angry deity that undoes powers. You can revoke 6-0 powers (with some extending) and restore them when they do something with the same alignment. However, you still give them a big boost to do things (they
didn't manage to make their move after all) without overemphasing things. 1 As I have personally felt that the alignments in DW have always been a bit... Weird? I think it's the best way to say it kindly. So outside of my real advice is just to say Toss the policies and just let the players come up with deliverable beliefs that you can play. After reviewing the policies on DW, I have used them more as a ticket for
what the player is from So, for example: Destroy the symbol of civilization: Could be as great as literally destroying a monument that had built or burned down the building as figuratively as convinced the local mayor that the construction project would not be promoted. I have found that players who wanted to play this type of alignment in particular look at the struggle and civilization of nature. One good
asset is Poul Anderson's novel Three Hearts and Three Lions. The novel looked at the struggle between chaos and law (i.e. nature and civilization). A thief who wants to be an immolator is an interesting idea. One thing that came to mind was the idea of light and darkness. The thief always wants to be in the dark, but the immolators are always in the light (due to the flames). One particular thing I've always
thought about is that a thief is good at lying in all senses, whether it's the lie they tell or the lie about where they really are. You could theoretically exchange some money for a thief if they want to take the powers of an immolator. They have to break the stealth if they want to control the flame... All in all, have fun and remember that DW and Powered by the Apocalypse systems are meant to be tinkered with.
So tinker with them and see what you can think of. You have fun! 1 Like watshisname08: there have always been few... Weird? I think it's the best way to say it kindly. So outside of my real advice is just to say Toss the policies and just let the players come up with deliverable beliefs that you can play. After looking at the policies on DW, I've used them more as a ticket for what the player is interested in. So,
for example: Destroy the symbol of civilization: Could be as big as literally destroying a monument that the city had built or burned a building on something as figuratively as convincing a local mayor not to proceed with a construction project. I have found that players who wanted to play this type of alignment in particular look at the struggle and civilization of nature. So play for it, one wow, thank you, this is
all very interesting and a lot to think about! I hadn't thought about that line nature versus civilization, but it definitely feels like the most interesting angle to work with! I spoke to my thief yesterday and told him my idea to let him think about them, and I think we might end up chaotic spreading a dangerous new idea, but stealth trading is def something I think about! I also kind of agree with the policies, I've
never been snouted with them at all in cases like d&d, but that's because DW presents them mostly as working beliefs that I really started to come, so I think they're great when used as such! Like you said, a shape-shifter is reasonable. It's something Druid can do and there are no (clear...) limitations on the go, so adding some is a bad idea and just takes away what makes druid druid. But it has limitations;
are just not obvious as the move carefully takes advantage of the restrictions that are baked to be baked Rules. Don't ask me what the druid's going to do. It's to give away one of your ways of interacting with druids meaningfully. Instead, think about what the archenary of the shape is and give it moves to it. An eagle can have anything or everything Look far and clearly Rend claws Drop on the prey with
the sun on my back The elephant might get Trumpet deafeningly TRAMPLE THEM! You don't always have to have exactly the same transfer list on the form – you can tailor it to you for the obvious situation if you feel like it's following your Agenda and principles – but by default, give non-fancy this is exactly what an eagle does instead of making a contribution to the player. The movements of the nemesis
say something about form. It says where it fits, and you should make that statement. It also emphasizes that this is the shape of an animal, and it is good at doing things that the animal is good at, and not what is convenient. Let druids use their ability to shape to seek comfort - also allowing them to help decide the movements they get is to let the Druids double the comfort of movement. The shape-shifter
feels easy - just make the move and it will happen! But it only feels easy when it is done successfully because the druid did it successfully. Continuous, on request, access to such a powerful effect is a hallmark of druids, but that doesn't mean druids are wise to use it as if it were going out of style. Misses should matter, and the riskier the world's activity, the more extreme events go unnoticed. What could
be riskier than summoning the soul-shattering power of unbridled nature into your body to wipe out your human form and replace it with an animal? Imagine how it could go wrong. Misses go wrong. I quote myself from elsewhere to explain this in more detail: The absolute key to the power of druid metamorphosis is never to let them off easy as they roll by. The benefits of the hit are huge and awesome,
and they should get the full power of the transfer. However, the risks are proportionate to the benefits: when they go unnoticed, they should hurt. Much. Think of them hoping to get to grips with nature's unimaginable power to transform their bodies into a new form. Imagine all the (fun!) habits that can go horribly, terribly wrong. Then make them over. For example, the last time I had a druid in my game, the
shape-shifter completely failed, driving the arc of the story completely. We had stated (through me asking) that the way it worked is to ask the pet spirit of the form to lend the druid its form and then give the human form back when it is ready. So they had a bunch of fetishes hanging on their belts, one of every form they knew. During an elephant-shaped makeover attempt as they pained over the deep
chasm of unnatural darkness (it made sense at the time!), they circled the pass — so theirs ate the darkness and their fetish fell to ashes, but Before druid became an elephant. As a result, they were stuck in the form of the Elephant because the Spirit of the Elephant was not there to give back the human form! This was the first miss after many successful (and powerful) uses of Shapechange. Druid
respected the force after that and used it much more thoughtfully. In the end, they healed upon hearing the natural oracle and entering the Spirit World to save the Elephant (and their human form) from the Great Spirit of darkness that ate it — the latter of which became a major plot element, finally culminating in an epic campaign terminal in which they elevated Silence and Darkness to the new demigod of
the forgotten worlds. That one missed a roller snowball so much from that game, and prompted an improvising GMing that eventually became the groundwork for the campaign's climax. It was great. So this is the key to Shapechanging: make those misses count, so that the druid never takes the ability for granted and never considers it a completely safe thing to try. This quote really says it strongly, but then
it was a response to GM, which was completely down on how gm for a particular Druid player. But it is a selector that you can turn up and down, tuned to exactly how dangerous the situation is or how sloppy the druid was as a shape-shifter. This is the main choice that makes Shape Shift not a winning button. Shapeshitter misses don't always have to be revolutionary, because sometimes something else is
by far the best GM move. But even making a few misses shows the uncensored power druid has allied himself with, and the exploitation causes the Druid player to appreciate and respect the movement (and nature) of the shape-shifter and stop using it as a hammer in every trivial situation. For your special situation, I recommend a lighter touch at first, but still a hard movement - definitely lighter than the
above story of how darkness ate an elephant. Based on your druid shape-shifting idiom, the miss may give them a hybrid shape the first time - past? Oooh. You're starting to change, feeling the power of nature flash your snout like lightning to change your body, but then it's gone again, too soon! You've changed, but to a horrible and horribly semihuman, half-eagle shape. Your new form gives you the
moves of Squawk painfully without human words, jump mercilessly over the earth with useless wings, and tear awkwardly with a poorly formed beak. The druid reaction is almost certainly a shape-shifter again (either immediately or after falling back into human form) as soon as possible, but that's great, in the sense that they can make this choice - its inherent risk of another miss. However, it's just another
idea for a miss - when you start thinking about Shapeshifer, which misses Golden Opportunities to show the downside of class or make other interesting hard moves, you start to come up with it all beautiful, situation customized GM transfer results for those misses. Just by showing them that misses have (as always should) meaningful consequences in Dungeon World, you put a little caution on their
shapeshitter in an organic, DW-ancesm way. Way.
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